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ABSTRACT
Automatic recognition of important events in soccer broad-
cast videos plays a vital role in many applications including
video summarization, indexing, content-based search, and
in performance analysis of players and teams. This pa-
per proposes an approach for soccer event recognition using
deep convolutional features combined with domain-specific
cues. For deep representation, we use the recently proposed
trajectory based deep convolutional descriptor (TDD) [1]
which samples and pools the discriminatively trained con-
volutional features around the improved trajectories. We
further improve the performance by incorporating domain-
specific knowledge based on camera view type and its posi-
tion. The camera position and view type captures the statis-
tics of occurrence of events in different play-field regions and
zoom-level respectively. We conduct extensive experiments
on 6 hour long soccer matches and show the effectiveness of
deep video representation for soccer and the improvements
obtained using domain-specific cues.

CCS Concepts
•Computing methodologies → Activity recognition
and understanding; Video segmentation;

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
There is an explosion in the amount of videos generated in

the recent years. This proliferation has increased the need
for developing video analysis techniques that can under-
stand, summarize and analyze the video content. Such anal-
ysis also help in applications such as content-based search
in videos, human-computer interaction, video surveillance,
etc.
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Sports video analysis [9–11,19], particularly soccer videos
is getting a lot of attention due to the massive popularity of
the game. Soccer video broadcasters often want to improve
the viewing experience and provide interesting game analysis
to millions of viewers. However, dealing with sports videos
which are often lengthy containing large portions of unin-
teresting events is a non-trivial task. There are additional
difficulties seen in sports videos due to intra-class variations,
background clutter, viewpoint change, camera motion, blur,
resolution and zoom-level. It thus becomes necessary to de-
velop algorithms that can automatically detect and analyze
interesting events to enable intelligent game summarization,
performance analysis of the players and browsing based on
semantic analysis, e.g., highlight detection, tactics analysis,
player tactics, etc.

In this paper, we propose an approach for event recogni-
tion in soccer videos. Our approach shown in Figure 1 aims
at exploiting multiple cues to make a prediction. Specifi-
cally, our classifier is a linear combination of three classi-
fiers each of them is trained to learn different aspects of
the video to make a prediction. The first classifier is based
on the appearance and motion cues. Inspired by the suc-
cess of discriminatively trained convolutional features over
hand-crafted features for action recognition [1, 15, 17, 18],
we propose to learn convolutional features for capturing ap-
pearance and motion cues. We use the recently proposed
trajectory pooled convolutional descriptor (TDD) [1] for its
state-of-the-art performance.

The remaining two classifiers capture domain-specific cues
based on active playground region and view shot type. The
region in the playground where the players are active gives
a dominant cue regarding the event. For instance, the cor-
ner events usually happen near the corner regions of the
playground, and similarly goal event occurs near the goal.
Given a video frame, we first register the video frame with
static playground template to identify the playground loca-
tion which is then used to predict the event. The registration
approach builds a large dictionary of images, field line im-
ages and their homography. In a given frame, non-ground
regions including crowd and players are filtered, edge maps
are extracted which are searched over the dictionary using
nearest neighbor search.

The final classier is based on the shot view type informa-
tion. The game is recorded at different zoom-levels in order
to give better viewing experience. We observe that certain
shot types dominate in particular events. For example, cor-
ner event is often shot in long view. We use view-type as an
additional cue for predicting the events. We train an SVM
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Figure 1: Our approach combines information from different classifiers to capture multiple semantic cues. Our baseline
classifier is based on discriminatively trained deep convolutional features trained to learn appearance and motion cues. The
performance of the baseline classifier is boosted by domain-specific cues based on playground position and view type.

classifier using multiple features including average channel
colour, average size of the players, and the ratio of play-field
region to non play-field region to predict the view type. A
naive Bayes classifier is then trained to predict the event
label. As we show in the experiments, these two domain-
specific cues provide complementary information and greatly
help in improving the performance of appearance and mo-
tion based classifier.

To summarize, we make the following contributions:

• We show the effectiveness of deep convolutional fea-
tures for the task of event detection in sport videos.

• Our approach exploits domain specific information from
active playground region, camera zoom type to im-
prove the performance.

• Finally, we conduct extensive experiments on 6-hour
long videos and show the effectiveness of our approach.

2. RELATED WORK
There are many sport analysis techniques proposed in the

literature [7–12]. We briefly review few approaches. Jia at
al. [19] propose an approach for player detection, tracking,
and team labeling of the players. Qian et al. [23] use hid-
den markov models to classify event clips into five different
categories like goal, shoot, normal etc. Previous approaches
include both feature learning and heuristic rule based sys-
tems to detect events [10, 11]. These approaches perform
low level analysis to detect marks (field, lines, logo, arcs,
and goalmouth), player positions, ball position etc and then
derive mid level features using these cues. In the end they
learn a rule based system to detect salient events like goal,
corner etc.

In [2], a technique for classifying the view shot is proposed.
They consider the frame-wise color values of each pixel in
the HSV color space along with the object size within the
segmented play-field region. In [8], an approach for replay

detection in soccer is proposed. They first perform a shot
classification and then a scene transition structure analysis
on the generated shot label sequence to extract the replay
scenes. In [3], a technique for multiple soccer analysis such
as shot boundary, goal, referee and penalty-box detection is
proposed. The approach uses both low-level and high level
features for detection. The low-level features include dom-
inant color region detection, robust shot boundary detec-
tion, and shot classification while the high level information
is obtained through goal detection, referee detection, and
penalty-box detection. In [6], only goals are detected. The
goal events are inferred by estimating the ball position and
comparing it with respect to the location of the goalpost.
The performance of algorithm depends on ball detection and
is not suited for detecting events such as pass, fall which are
not related to goal post.

Our work is also to related to previous action recognition
approaches. Most of the action recognition approaches are
focused on feature design and learning. Some of the fea-
tures that have been applied for action recognition include
Histogram of Gradients (HOG), SURF, Histogram of Op-
tical Flow (HOF) [21], and spatio-temporal features such
as dense trajectories [20], improved trajectories [14]. While
the success of these approaches depend on the feature de-
sign choice, the deep convolutional approaches [15,17,18] on
the other hand learn the discriminative features from the
training examples.

Inspired by success of deep learning in various vision tasks,
we use the deep convolution features for capturing appear-
ance and motion cues which are vital for event recognition
in videos. To our best knowledge, ours is the first work
that evaluates the convolutional features for sport analy-
sis. Unlike previous soccer analysis approaches that use
several heuristics for detecting events, we adopt a learning
strategy which provides flexibility to extend to other related
sports such as ice hockey. We also show how domain-specific
cues when incorporated can improve the recognition perfor-
mance.



3. PROPOSED APPROACH
We introduce a novel approach for event recognition in

soccer videos which combines information of different clas-
sifiers. It consists of three components:

• The generic event recognition classifier using the dis-
criminatively trained convolutional feature descriptor
[1]. The CNN is discriminatively trained on the soccer
videos to obtain the convolutional feature maps which
are then pooled using the video trajectories.

• The active play-ground region classifier using the ground
position where the event is occurring.

• The view shot classifier using the zoom level informa-
tion of the video frames.

While generic event recognition classifier captures the dis-
criminative appearance and motion information, view-type
and active play-ground position provide domain-specific cues
which further boost the performance. Given a video x, we
predict the event using a linear combination of the predicted
probabilities of the above classifiers

s(x, y) =
∑
i

wiPi(y|x), ∀i ∈ {1, 2, 3} (1)

where Pi(y|x) is the normalized probability of the event y
given by the i-th classifier and wi is its associated weight
which are estimated using cross-validation. Finally, the event
can be predicted using ŷ = arg maxy s(x, y). Below we give
an overview of three classifiers.

3.1 Event Recognition Classifier
The event recognition classifier aims at learning the salient

and informative regions of the video that help in event un-
derstanding. This is usually achieved using a video represen-
tation that capture these informative regions. In principle,
any kind of video representation proposed in the literature
for action recognition can be used. In our work, we use
the recently proposed trajectory-pooled deep convolutional
descriptor (TDD) [1] for its superior performance.

The TDD descriptors are derived from a combination of
discriminatively trained deep convolutional features and im-
proved trajectories [14]. The CNN features are constraint-
pooled using the improved trajectories. Since the proposed
approach is based on TDD descriptor, we briefly review its
steps below:

• Trajectories: TDD representation uses the improved
trajectories [14] for trajectory extraction due its supe-
rior performance. Improved trajectories generate the
trajectories by densely sampling the points at multiple
scales on an image grid. The sampled points are then
tracked by median filtering of dense flow field [20].

Pt+1 = (xt+1, yt+1) = (xt, yt) + (M∗ωt)|(x̂t, ŷt), (2)

where M is the median filtering kernel, ω = (ut, vt)
is the dense optical flow field of the t-th frame, and
(x̂t, ŷt) is the rounded position of (xt, yt). The im-
proved trajectories also considers the camera motion
into account. It uses traditional SURF feature match-
ing technique to find point correspondences between
two consecutive frames and estimates the homography
matrix. The homography matrix is used to remove the

camera motion and re-calculate the optical flow. For
efficiency, TDD tracks the points only in the single
original spatial scale and extracts multi-scale TDDs
around the extracted trajectories. To avoid drifting
problem of tracking, the maximum length of trajec-
tory is set as 15 frames.

• Convolutional feature maps: TDDs uses two-stream
deep convolutional architecture [15] which contain two
separate convolutional networks (convNets) namely spa-
tial nets and temporal nets. The spatial nets are de-
signed to capture the static appearance cues by train-
ing on individual image frames while temporal nets
are designed to learn the dynamic motion information,
whose input are volumes of stacked optical flow fields.
We use the default architecture described in [1] for
training the convNets on soccer videos. The archi-
tecture consists of alternating convolution and pooling
layers followed by fully connected layers. Once the dis-
criminate training is complete using the labeled video
examples, the target layers are discarded and only fi-
nal convolutional feature maps are retained. Given a
video, a set of spatial and temporal feature maps are
obtained which are then pooled around the trajectories
to produce TDD descriptor for the video.

• Pooling: Once the convolutional feature maps are ob-
tained, they are normalized and pooled around the
trajectories. Feature maps are normalized across each
channel independently to ensure all the feature maps
lie in the same interval. Similarly, pixels across the fea-
ture channels are normalized to lie in the same range.
Finally, the TDD descriptor is obtained by sum pool-
ing of the normalized feature maps over the 3D volume
centered around the trajectory.

We refer the soft-max scores of the TDD network which
indicate event probabilities as P1(y|x).

3.2 Camera-position Classifier
During the game the cameras are focused to the region

of the playground where the game is active. For instance
during a corner event the camera is focused towards the
corner region of the playground at which the game is ac-
tive. The position of the playground can provide a vital cue
regarding the on-going event. Given a video clip we iden-
tify the playground region by registering its frames to the
static playground template and predict the event based on
the identified playground region.

We use simple edge based features and formulate the reg-
istration problem as nearest neighbor search to the closest
edge map in a precomputed dictionary with known projec-
tive transforms. During the training stage, we prepare a
large dictionary of frame images, compute their edge maps
and manually label their correspondences with the static
template after which homography is computed. In order to
reduce the manual labeling effort, we adapt a semi-supervised
approach to increase the dictionary size by simulating large
number of edge maps by varying the homographies of the
labeled examples. Given a test frame, we extract the edge
maps and compute the stroke width transform to filter out
the strokes with size greater than 10 pixels. We remove the
crowd region using dominant playground color, and play-
ers using person detector trained on players to obtain the



(a) Static playground template (b) Video frame

(c) Edge map (d) The registered video frame

Figure 2: Playground registration: Given a video frame (b), we first obtain the edge map (c) by extracting the edges
and removing all the lines whose width is greater than 10 pixels. Non-playground regions including players and audience are
filtered out by thresholding using dominant color of the ground. The HoG features are extracted from the edge map and the
homography is obtained using a nearest neighbor search over a large dictionary of edge maps with known homography. The
homography is then used to register the given frame (d) to the fixed playground template (a). The trained dictionary consists
of large number of manually and synthetically generated edge maps and their corresponding homographies.

(a) Long view (b) Medium view (c) Closeup view (d) Out-of-field view

Figure 3: Different view shots in soccer broadcast videos. In order to provide better viewing experience, broadcasters capture
different events with different camera zoom levels which provide an useful semantic cue for event recognition.

edge map primarily containing only the field lines. We then
search for a nearest neighbor in the dictionary edge maps
and assign its homography to the given frame using HoG
features. We show the static playground template, input
frame, edge map and its the registered region to the fixed
template in Figure 2.

For event prediction using the playground region, we di-
vide the entire ground into 6 bins as shown in Fig 2(a).
These 6 bins are labeled as either as 1 and 2 due to the
playground symmetry. Given a registered frame, we find the
number of pixels in each of these 6 bins. We consider the la-
bel of top three bins (b1, b2, b3) that have maximum number
of pixels as a feature for predicting the event type. Given
a training set, we estimate the distribution of each event
given all possible bin features as shown in Table 1. During
testing, we first compute the bin feature of the registered
frame and then compute its event score P2(y|x) using naive
Bayes classifier. The score for entire video is obtained by
calculating the scores for every 20th frame and computing
their average score.

3.3 View shot classifier
In order to produce better viewing experience, broadcast-

ers often capture the game using different shots with vary-
ing camera zoom level. As shown in Figure 3, four differ-
ent types of shots namely long, medium, close-up, and out-
of-field (audience) are commonly seen in broadcast soccer
videos. We also observe that certain types of events are cap-
tured in particular zoom-level. For example, corner event is
captured in long view with greater probability. Similarly a
pass or dribble events are mostly shot at medium zoom-level.
We show the distribution of 5 different events and their view
type in Table 2. Based on this observation, we try to incor-
porate the semantic information provided by view-shots to
improve the event recognition performance.

In order to incorporate view-shot type, we need to identify
the view-shot of the given video clip. There are many meth-
ods available in the literature for shot classification [2,3,8,9].
In this work, we adapt a simple strategy for estimating the
shot type and then use it to predict the event label. We
use the average color of each channel, average size of the



Bin feature
(b1, b2, b3)

Corner Dribble Pass Goal Fall

(1,1,2) 0.30 0.18 0.12 0.31 0.09
(1,2,1) 0.37 0.18 0.12 0.14 0.19
(1,2,2) 0.21 0.27 0.21 0.10 0.21
(2,1,1) 0.12 0.10 0.26 0.23 0.29
(2,2,1) 0.09 0.20 0.31 0.26 0.14
(2,1,2) 0.03 0.27 0.22 0.18 0.30

Table 1: The statistics of occurrence of events in different
playground region. The bin feature is a 3D vector contain-
ing the labels (1 or 2) of the top 3 regions (out of 6) of
ground that contain the maximum number of pixels after
registration.

Corner Dribble Pass Goal Fall

long-view 85 50 39 16 68
medium-view 63 107 99 59 62
close-up view 51 43 60 123 70
out-of-field 1 0 2 2 0

Table 2: The statistics of training set showing the occurrence
of events in different view shot type.

players, and the ratio of play-field region to non play-field
region as features to determine the shot type of each frame.
Given training examples, we train an SVM classifier that
outputs the shot probability score p(v|x) where v is the shot
type and x is the video frame. To determine the event la-
bel y, we train a naive Bayes classifier which outputs the
class-conditional probabilities P3(y|x) as,

P3(y|x) = P (y|v)P (v|x).

The view type conditional label probabilities p(y|v) are es-

timated from the training set using P (y|v) = P (v|y)P (y)∑
y P (v|y)P (y)

.

For computational simplicity we find the score for every
frame and assign their average score for entire video.

4. EXPERIMENTS
In this section, we first describe the dataset, implemen-

tation details and then give the experimental results of our
approach.

4.1 Dataset
Since there is no publicly available soccer dataset for event

recognition, we created a dataset for 5 events namely cor-
ner, dribble, pass, goal and fall. Our training set consists
of 1000 video clips collected from various FIFA 2014 world
cup matches. We collected a total of 200 samples for each
event. When collecting the clips, we ensured that dataset
contains clips from diverse playing conditions. The average
length of a clip is about 5 secs. For testing, we created a
separate dataset consisting of two complete soccer matches
totaling about 4 hours of video. All the video clips have a
resolution of 1280× 716 pixels.

4.2 Implementation details
We use the implementation of [1] for extracting the TDD

descriptors. We use their default architecture which is trained
on UCF101 [22] dataset with 101 action classes each contain-
ing atleast 100 examples. We pre-train the network with

Window size Overlap Accuracy
15 1 56.27%
15 5 64.12%
30 1 62.77%
30 5 61.91%
100 1 66.23%
100 10 68.12%
100 50 65.45%
200 1 74.1%
200 10 74.45%
200 50 71.2%
500 10 68.29%

Table 3: The performance for our approach for different
sliding window sizes and overlap. Our top performance is
achieved for window size of 200 and overlap of 10 frames.

their model which are then fine-tuned on our video dataset.
We use their default parameters for descriptor generation.
For playground registration, we selected 200 images from
the top zoom-out images, manually label the four point cor-
respondences and synthesized a large dictionary of 60000
edge maps. We compute the homography matrices using
RANSAC algorithm. We perform registration and class
score computation for every 20-th frame and then compute
their average scores. Similarly we perform view-type es-
timation and class score computation on every frame and
compute their average scores.

The distribution of events in different playground regions
represented by top 3 bins with maximum number of pixels
is shown in Table 1. It is used to compute the probability
P2(y|x). We show an heat map that shows the occurrence
of different events in different regions of the playground in
Figure 4. Higher the intensity, greater is the probability of
event occurring in that region. Note how goal and corner
events occur near the goal and corner regions of the play-
ground, and events such as dribble and pass mostly occur
near the mid-portion of the playground. Similarly, the dis-
tribution of the training set for different view types which
is used to compute the probabilities P (v|y) and P (y|v) is
shown in the Table 2.

4.3 Results
We show the results of our approach in Table 4. We com-

pare our approach with previous features proposed for action
recognition such as HOF [21], improved dense trajectories
(IDT) [14] and two-stream convnets [15]. We also mea-
sure the accuracies using conv4 and conv5 features of spatial
nets and conv3 and conv4 for temporal nets in TDD. It is
clear that the baseline classifier which uses TDD descriptor
outperforms all the previously proposed features for event
recognition in sports. The performance is further boosted
by the inclusion of domain-specific cues based on view-type
and playground region information achieving an accuracy of
74.5%.

Since the testing videos are full matches, the choice of
window size and stride affects the performance. In Table 3,
we show accuracies obtained for different window sizes and
overlap length. The window size of 200 frames with an over-
lap of 10 gives the best accuracy. Finally, we visualize the
events over time for a test video segment of 20 min duration
in Figure 5. Our approach based on TDD descriptor lo-



(a) Goal (b) Dribble (c) Corner

Figure 4: The heat map shows the occurrence of different events in different regions of the playground. Higher the intensity
greater is the probability of event occurring in that region. While goal and corner events occur near the goal and corner
regions of the playground, events such as dribble and pass mostly occur near the mid-portion of the playground. Note that
since the playground is symmetric, we map the distribution to only one side of the playground. (best seen in colour)

Two-stream
Convnets

Our approach

Ground truth

iDT

Figure 5: Visualization of events on a 20 minute video segment. It is clear that our approach achieves better localization and
recognition compared to previous action recognition approaches - Improved trajectories [14] and Two-stream ConvNets [15].

Features Baseline (B) (B) + View type (V) (B) + (V) + Playground region

HOG [14] 53.20% 55.27% 56.92%
HOF [21] 58.76% 60.48% 61.43%
MHB [14] 64.43% 65.74% 67.23%

HOF+MHB [14] 65.93% 69.32% 69.43%
IDT [14] 64.30% 71.33% 72.10%

Spatial net 56.21% 59.32% 61.45%
Temporal net 62.82% 64.45% 65.30%

Two-stream ConvNets [15] 65.33% 68.55% 71.34%
Spatial conv4 60.22% 62.37% 63.25%
Spatial conv5 59.27% 61.25% 61.88%

Spatial conv4 and conv5 61.87% 65.99% 67.43%
Temporal conv3 68.21% 71.88% 73.08%
Temporal conv4 63.32% 67.43% 68.35%

Temporal conv3 and conv4 71.12% 72.14% 74.05%
TDD 71.76% 73.59% 74.45%

Table 4: Comparison of our proposed approach with previous action recognition approaches. Our baseline classifier based on
TDD performs better than improved trajectories [14] features and the two-stream ConvNets [15]. The performance is further
boosted using domain-specific cues based on view-type and playground information. The table also shows the performance of
the features obtained from conv3, conv4 and conv5 layers of convNet.

calizes better than two-stream convnets [14] and improved
dense trajectory features [15]. In order to reject the non-
event windows, we use the final SVM scores as a confidence
score. If the ratio of two maximum class scores is less than
0.35, we consider the window as non-event class.

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a novel approach for event recog-

nition in soccer videos that combines information from dif-
ferent classifiers. The first classifier is based on deep con-
volutional features trained to learn appearance and motion
cues. The remaining two classifier provide soccer specific



cues based on camera view type and playground region. We
conduct extensive experiments on 4 long hour soccer videos
and show the effectiveness of the baseline CNN based classi-
fier and the drastic improvements obtained by incorporating
domain-specific cues.
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